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A CHAIRMAN'S LETTER
Dear Readers,
As we come to the end of the year, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank you for your participation and support in
the GBN Worldwide Network over the past twelve months. It
has been a significant year for GBN and having grown our
membership by over 10% since January, we now have an
established global footprint and we continue to add new
members, where appropriate.
As well as building on our membership initiatives, we also
launched GBN Marketplace, our online quotation tool to
provide members with instant quotes for specialty products in
London. We now have live accounts in over 40 countries.
Momentum is building and we look forward to sharing more
new products with you and helping to support your business in
2018.
Next year marks our 5th anniversary and a key focus for the
GBN Management Team will be to bring new business into the
network. Through a combination of our cross strategy to
introduce insurance specialty members, such as legal and
accounting entities, and working with our Network Partners on
some exciting new distribution projects, 2018 is set to be an
extremely busy and productive year for us all.
GBN’s Insurance and Risk Magazine for December takes a look
back at events in 2017, including Network and Member news,
alongside key regulatory changes, topics affecting our industry
and our plans for 2018 – I hope you enjoy it and I would like to
thank our members who contributed articles.
I would like to close by wishing you a successful end to your
year, enjoy the festive holidays and I wish you, your families and
colleagues all the best for 2018.
Sincerely,

Jamil Bahou
Chairman
GBN Worldwide Ltd.
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Publisher

Boundary House, 7-17 Jewry Street
London EC3N 2EX, United Kingdom
Tel. +44 20 7680 2467

Registered in
BVI Company No. 1762692
--------------------------------------------------------------------

These articles are for informational purposes and
are not intended to be meticulous nor should any
discussions or opinions be construed as legal
advice. Readers should contact their broker for
insurance advice or legal counsel for legal advice.
Opinions expressed in Insurance & Risk are not
necessarily those of the publisher. Publication of an
advertisement or a write-up does not imply that the
service or product is recommended by the publisher
unless so stated. Products and services are offered
through individual members of the GBN Worldwide
Network, not through the publisher.
(c) 2017 GBN Worldwide Ltd

NETWORK NEWS

MARKETING UPDATE

CURRENT GEOGRAPHICAL
FOOTPRINT

A reminder to let all readers know that the GBN
Marketing Materials are continually being updated
on the GBN Portal and are available for all
members to access.







Over 110 Independent Members
Over 140 Countries
Nearly 230 Cities
Over 225 Offices
Nearly 22,000 Team Members Worldwide

WELCOME TO OUR MEMBERS
Since our last publication we have welcomed three
new members to GBN.




KRAUS-ANDERSON INSURANCE - THE
UNITED STATES
DELMEGE INSURANCE BROKERS - SRI LANKA
FRANK GLENNON LIMITED - IRELAND

We encourage everyone to engage with the
content as it aims to support your sales process as
a GBN Member. The folder, which can be found in
the e-library on the Portal, contains documents
such as a GBN Presentation Toolkit that allows
members to co-brand alongside your own
materials and GBN Membership Benefits etc.
Depending on the required message, audience,
product or solution, the Marketing Materials can
be used to build bespoke presentations for clients,
partners or colleagues.

JOIN THE GBN COMMUNITY
Facebook - gbnworldwide

Twitter - @gbnworld

UPCOMING EVENTS





GBN Worldwide APAC “Meet to Eat” in
GOA, India, 2nd – 4th February 2018
GBN Worldwide Conference in London,
24th- 27th June 2018
European Meeting – Q3 2018 - TBC
Americas Regional Meeting in Panama City,
18th- 19th November 2018
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LinkedIn Group (Members Only)

Instagram@gbnworldwide
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GBN ADDS RETAIL BROKER
KRAUS-ANDERSON INSURANCE
IN THE UNITED STATES

Kraus-Anderson is a privately owned entity
founded 45 years ago and employs 76
professionals focused on Commercial, Benefits,
Fee-Loss Prevention Services (HR, Claims
Management), Surety, and Personal Lines business.
The Burnsville, MN (located in the Minneapolis St
Paul Metro area) based firm has seen its customers
continue to grow and is anticipating their customer
needs as they become more focused on entering
into new marketplaces outside of the US. The
addition of Kraus-Anderson provides further
geographical cover to GBN within the United
States while increasing business opportunities
among members. The firm’s specialties include:
• Construction
• Group Captives
• Industrial Manufacturing
• Architecture & Engineering
• IT inkling - Cyber Security Firms
“Kraus-Anderson realizes that their customer
requirements will evolve to a point where having
local representation outside the US to assist in
determining the best course of risk management is
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most prudent. GBN Worldwide satisfies this need
in a very efficient and consistent approach to midsize businesses requiring this local knowledge and
expertise. Having worked with some of the GBN
team over the past years, I am personally excited
that KA Insurance is now part of the GBN Team.”
Keith Burkhardt, Vice President, Kraus-Anderson
Insurance.

GBN ADDS RETAIL BROKER
DELMEGE INSURANCE BROKERS
IN SRI LANKA

Delmege Insurance Brokers (DIB) is a privately
owned entity founded 23 years ago and employs
35 professionals based in Colombo. The firm is
one of the top corporate brokers in Sri Lanka and
has achieved this level of success through their
commitment to servicing each client with
consistent standards that are both flexible and
focused approaches based on the good of the
client.
Their
services
include
bespoke
consultations, insurance design and placement
with highly efficient standardized solutions. The
addition of DIB provides GBN with opportunity to
continue growth within the Asia Pacific region
through business opportunities and reputable
relationships. Some of the firm’s specialties
include:
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requirements and are well practiced in servicing
the needs of Global and Multinational
Corporations.

Hospitality (Hotels)
Manufacturing
Employee Benefits
Conglomerates
Auto
Hospitals
Pharmaceuticals

“Delmege Insurance Brokers (DIB) brings a
uniquely powerful combination of risk
management and broking expertise, data and
analytics, advisory and consulting services, and
technology and tools to serve our clients. Our
objective is to help clients of all sizes and in all
industries between understand, manage and
where appropriate, transfer risk to protect their
organizations and empower their results.” –
Prasanna Welagedara ACII Chartered Insurance
Broker, CEO Delmege Insurance Brokers.

GBN ADDS BROKER FRANK
GLENNON LIMITED IN
IRELAND

Frank Glennon Limited (Glennon) joins the GBN
seeking to further build upon their long-established
international broker partner relationships. Glennon
is seeking to further leverage their extensive
experience in working collaboratively with likeminded brokers who fully understand the
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As a privately owned entity, founded in 1948;
Glennon employs 100 professionals, based in
Dublin City Centre. The addition of Glennon to the
GBN will provide a trusted Irish partner who
understands the multinational segment and has an
outstanding reputation globally for service in both
the General Insurance and Employee Benefits
areas.
Some of the firm’s sector specialties include:







Construction (Civil and Structural)
Real Estate
Affinity
Food
Technology
Medical Devices and Pharmaceuticals

“Glennon are delighted to join the GBN
Worldwide Insurance Network as the
Broker Partner for Ireland. Ireland
continues to be a key location for Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI) for multinational
companies seeking a European Hub.
Glennon has over 70 years’ experience
working with indigenous business and FDI
companies in the general insurance and
employee benefits areas and look forward
to developing a close and collegial
relationship with our GBN partner firms
when a client requirement for an Ireland
based broker arises.” John Bissett, Chief
Executive Officer, Glennon.
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IRIDIUM WELCOMES FOUR
NEW PARTNERS

Andrew Barker, Brent Blasetti, Hristro Minkov and
Shelly Swartout have been appointed Partners of
Iridium Risk Services. Iridium Risk Services provides
industry leading risk management advisory and
insurance brokerage services to companies in the
Canadian and international energy sector and related
industries.
“Each of these individuals has made an outstanding
contribution to the success of our clients and to the
success of our firm overall,“ said Roger Swierstra,
President. “I would welcome each of them into the
Iridium partnership and wish them the very best in
this important next step in their careers”.
Andy joined the Iridium team in 2010 upon
graduating from the University of Calgary and works
with a broad base of energy clients. Andy is also the
Team Lead for a group of Risk Advisors, Risk
Consultants and Risk Technicians at Iridium.
Brent has been with Iridium since its infancy in 2006.
He manages a number of junior to senior energy
clients and is active in Business Development
planning and execution.
Hristo joined the Iridium team in the role of Risk
Technician in 2010. Hristo works closely with an arran
of energy and technology clients. Hristro is also an
active member of their Insurance and Client Service
Group.
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Shelly started with Iridium in 2008 and is involved in
both leadership and operational excellence roles.
Shelly is the Team Lead for a group of Risk Advisors,
Risk Consultants and Risk Technicians and is Iridium’s
Training Coordinator. Please join in us congratulating
Andy, Brent, Hristro and Shelly on this exciting
milestone in their careers.

MAI CEE CONTINUES
EXPANSION DRIVE FOR
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

MAI CEE, the leading independent insurance broker
in Central and Eastern Europe, announced the
appointment of Ewelina Jaworska as group employee
benefits leader, effective immediately.
Reporting to group network director Natalia
Zaborovska, Jaworska will be responsible for growing
MAI CEE’s employee benefits business across its
operations in Central and Eastern Europe, while
retaining her responsibilities as head of employee
benefits in Poland.
Ewelina Jaworska began her career as an insurance
broker in MAI CEE’s international division in 2005,
having graduated from the University of Ponzan with
a master’s degree in Human Resources and Labor
Economics. Since her appointment in 2007 as head of
employee benefits in Poland, she has achieved
double-digit growth in the segment year on year,
making the Polish division one of the strongest
performing by brokerage growth within MAI CEE.
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A.M. BEST AFFIRMS RATING
OF GBG INSURANCE LIMITED
RAISES OUTLOOK TO STABLE

capital strength. We are focused on achieving an A
rating and believe we are well advanced on
achieving this aim. The financial strength of GBGI and
out reinsurance partners have always been key
components to our compelling offering, factors which
have helped us stand apart from our non-rated or
non-reinsured competitors”.

COMING SOON – GBN’S
MASTER POLICY SYSTEM
GBGI Limited, a leading integrated provider or
international benefits insurance, is pleased to
announce that A.M. Best (The only global credit
rating organisation with a unique focus on the
insurance industry) has raised the outlook to stable
from negative and affirmed the financial strength
rating of “B++” (Good) and the long term issuer credit
rating of “bbb” of GBG Insurance Limited.
A.M. Best is the principle ratings provider in GBGI’s
industry. Ratings are a primary consideration when
insurance brokers and agents decide which carriers
they wish to transact with. Management view this
upgrade as commercially positive, adding further
impetus and visibility towards the goal of achieving
an A rating.
GBG Insurance Limited is GBI’s regulated in-house
insurance carrier, incorporated in Guernsey.
Bob Dubrish, CEO of GBGI Limited, said:
“A.M. Best’s decision to upgrade the outlook on our
Financial Strength rating clearly demonstrates our
momentum in terms of growth, profitability and
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In early 2018, we will launch Risk Pro - GBN’s
Master Policy System that will service and track your
network related international business.
Through Risk Pro, you will have access to a central
master policy programme and a policy digest. As a
servicing broker, you can upload your local
documentation and as a controlling broker, you can
oversee all activity
The system also has a risk and claims management
capability and clients can have access to view their
documentation.
Risk Pro will ensure all members involved in the
programme have access to the relevant and current
policy information, which in turn will make our
collaboration as a network more effective.
Risk pro will become a compulsory part of GBN
business process, so we would be very interested in
your initial feedback and suggestions for future
developments.
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MEMBER ARTICLES
Sharing your news, articles and thought leadership is
a great way to develop your profile in the network.
Please send your content through to the GBN team
and we can include it in our publications and share it
via our social media channels. Thank you to Schouten
Zekerheid
(Netherlands),
European
Brokers
International (Italy), Proteccion Dinamica (Mexico)
and Frenkel & Company (United States), for your
contributions to this publication.

During the plenary part of the meeting William J.
Cremer, a U.S. defense lawyer who handled, among
others, the McDonalds coffee case, informed the
attendees on the ins and outs regarding U.S.
liability legislation and the differences in this area
between America and Europe. He confirmed that
the trend of American claim culture is gradually
moving towards Europe. Next there where
various break-out sessions in which Schouten
Zekerheid was supported by other GBN
members: Kegels & Van Antwerpen, Rosenthal
Assekuranz, C.B.E. Consulting, MAI CEE Insurance
Brokers and Castlemead Insurance Brokers. They
informed the participants on the risks of opening or
having a business in their respective country.

SCHOUTEN ZEKERHEID AND
GBN PARTNERS HOST CLIENT
SYMPOSIUM
By Erica van Heukelom, Schouten Zekerheid

At the end of March 2017, Schouten Zekerheid,
based in the Netherlands, hosted a three-day
event on international entrepreneurship and
insurance for clients and prospects that require
international business and insurance solutions. The
meeting was a great success: more than 100
contacts of the Dutch insurance broker were
present.
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Our event was welcomed with great enthusiasm
within the network and our client group. The
members who attended are looking forward to
strengthening their interactions, growing their
mutual book of business and continuing to work on
further initiatives to promote the network. The
initiative set up by Schouten Zekerheid will be
circulating annually within the European region. In
2018 the organization will be taken on by our Belgian
colleagues.
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In addition, this meeting led to a specific document
Schouten Zekerheid is happy to share with other GBN
partners. This document includes points of special
interest for foreign entrepreneurs who are active in
the Netherlands or want to start their business here.
This document can be shared with your clients and
prospects, so they know what to take into account
when they (want to) do business in the Netherlands.

THE EXTRAORDINARY
GROWTH OF EUROPEAN
BROKERS ASSICURAZIONI
By Silvia Giusti and Simona Frasca,
European Brokers International

extremely successful year for EBA! The growth not
only boosts commission, acquisition of new clients
and further openings of offices in Perugia and Sassari,
it also had let to EBA being nominated as an exclusive
representative in Italy of a Credit Spanish Company –
MIC - Millennium Insurance, through which is it
possible to place surety and bond to get reinsurance
thriving.

Further important news is the joint venture between
Today Finance and EBA, which will grant a variety of
insurance services – giving life to newly born entity
named TEB. The new company will operate with CF
Assicurazioni society, Tecnocasa Group – the largest
real estate group in Italy, and Fides – a company
owned by Banco Desio Group who specialize in the
provision of finance in the form of the salary-backed
loan.

Thanks to the effort of our management, staff, GBN
colleagues and procedures we are closing a great
year and we are facing 2018 with renovated strength
and willing to develop more and more business
together.

We are proud to announce that European Brokers
changed premises of the Rome Hub, opening the new
directional office in a charming old historical building
in the town Centre in Via Ludovisi 16-00187 Rome.
This decision was made after the acquisition of a
smaller broker CSC, their portfolio and staff in order
to strength EBA in all lines of business, particularly
films’ production. This year is coming to an end and
we are happy to share with everyone that it was an
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EARTHQUAKE OF
SEPTEMBER 19TH 2017 IN
MEXICO
By Peter Weber, Proteccion Dinamica

September 19th, 2017 has become a historical date
in Mexico twice over, since in addition
to commemorating
32
years
of
the
devastating earthquake of 1985 that left more than
10,000 dead, that same day the country was shaken
again by a very destructive telluric movement.
Ironically, two hours before, a mega-simulation
had been carried in Mexico City out.
The earthquake occurred at exactly 1:14:40 pm
and has
its
epicenter
12
kilometers
Southeast of Axochiapan, Morelos, on the border
with the state of Puebla, with a distance from
the CDMX of 120 kilometers, so the seismic alert
sounded almost at the same time as the tremor.
Fallen buildings with victims under the debris,
crushed cars and columns of dust were the scene of
the earthquake that caused a wave os spontaneous
solidarity that moved in and out of the country.
Instinctively those who were near the landslides ran
to remove, sometimes with bare hands, the debris to
look for trapped people, forming human chains of
young people and adults, alone or in groups, with
shovels,
buckets, gloves or the simple tenacity to search and
rescue survivors. The rescue operations did not stop
throughout the night of September 19th with sirens,
heavy machinery and megaphones, and there were
many who opened their homes to those who needed
a roof to spend the night or just rest for a few hours.
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Social
networks
served
to
coordinate
spontaneous help as this also helped people find
their relatives.
The human damages in the earthquake of 2017 were:
 369 deceased: 228 in México City, 74 in
Morelos,45 in Puebla, 15 in the State of
México and one inOaxaca.
 Total hospitalizations in the capital and
affectedstates were 337 as of September
29th accordingto Locatel information.
Regarding the material damages to real estate,
48.46% belongs to the private sector, most of it of
housing, and 51.54% to the public sector, including
the 15 thousand schools in the city and adjacent
states that, according to the SEP (Ministry of Public
Education) had some kind of damage causing the
suspension of classes for more than a month.
The AMIS (Mexican Association of Insurance
Institutions)reported that the earthquake of
September 19th 2017 is estimated at a cost of 16,449
million MXP (822,450 USD), with 38,861 registered
claims (46,453 cases of Property Damage; 2,267 of
Automobile, 19 of Life, 120 of Health and two of
Funeral Expenses). Although there are currently
damages pending of assessment and these figures
are not final yet.

The recent earthquake leave lessons and challenges
for México: to expand the early warning system for
earthquakes and other phenomena; to invest in
technology; to develop and to publish risk atlases for
each of the 2,450 municipalities and 32 states of the
country including the capital; to strengthen the civil
protection rescue and resilience capacities of the
population; to improve the construction standards by
monitoring its compliance and to promote the
insurance culture.
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In both experiences, 1985 and 2017, the lesson of
Mexican society has been great in generosity,
detachment and solidarity without expecting any
reward. By the time being México is in a
reconstruction process supporting those affected in
the CDMX and other places reached by the
earthquake.
For more information please contact

EPIC is one of the country's fastest growing privatelyheld insurance brokers. With the addition of the
Frenkel & Company team, EPIC now has more than
1,400 team members, operating from 50 locations
across the nation, and more than $400 million in run
rate revenue. EPIC ranks among the top 10
commercial insurance brokers in the United States
and among the top 20 globally.
EPIC has built a strong, positive reputation for service
excellence, innovation, community, collaboration and
fun – all in the interest of being a "people
first" (clients and team members) organization.
Frenkel will be joining as an integral part of
their operations in the Northeast, across the
country and internationally. Among the primary
reasons for Frenkel's decision to join EPIC are
the principles, values and beliefs that we share.

p.weber@protecciondinamica.com

FRENKLE MERGE WITH EPIC
INSURANCE BROKER AND
CONSULTANTS
By Christina LaVacca, Frenkel

Frenkel & Company is pleased and excited to confirm
that we have merged our operations with EPIC
Insurance Brokers and Consultants (Edgewood
Partners Insurance Center) effective November 20,
2017.
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Frenkel & Company has delivered strategic
guidance and service around our clients' property &
casualty, personal lines and benefits programs
needs for almost 140 years, and we believe the
decision to join EPIC will help us deliver an
expansive new set of capabilities to our clients,
with the same commitment to service delivery that
has been a hallmark of our firm.
EPIC's
commitment to customer service excellence
and aggressive client advocacy is on par with our
own, as well.
The Frenkel & Company leadership team has
taken significant equity positions as EPIC
shareholders and will be actively involved in the
leadership of the company going forward,
participating directly in all decisions impacting
current and future clients. This national presence is
balanced with local autonomy in client servicing and
day-to-day operations.
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Insurance News
LLOYD’S HURRICANE PAYOUT
REACHES $1.7 BILLION
By Matthew Lerner – Business Insurance, 29
November 2017
Lloyd’s of London has paid claims worth $1.70 billion
so far in response to hurricanes Harvey, Irma, Maria,
the market said Wednesday.
The three major hurricanees swept through the U.S
Gulf coast and the Caribbean in September, with
Harvey flooding Houston and Maria crippling Puerto
Rico, which remains devastated.

MORE THAN 40% FIRMS IN
ASIA PACIFIC REGION SUFFER
CYBER ATTACKS: REPORT
Source - Business Insurance, 1 December 2017
A report by a Belgium-based financial messaging
service S.W.I.F.T. SCRL and research firm East and
Partners Asia found that more than 40% of firm in
Asia Pacific region said that they had suffered a cyber
attack in the past 12 months, Middle East Insurance
Review reported. The report found that only 15% of
firms said with certainty that they did not experience
a cybersecurity breach. More than a third of the firms
said monetary loss was the biggest impact of a cyber
attack. Nearly 50% said that malware was the leading
cause of cyber attacks.

Industry insured losses have been estimated as high
as $100 billion or more for the storms.
Lloyd’s previously estimated a loss of $4.8 billion for
three storms, the statement said; adding that brokers
are receiving money from Lloyd’s managing agents
within five days of agreeing so they can pay
policyholders promptly.

PACIFIC ALLIANCE, WORLD
BANK SIGN CAT BOND
AGGREMENT
Source – Business Insurance, 7 November 2017
The Pacific Alliance in Latin America has signed an
agreement with The World Bank Group to issue a
catastrophic bond in 2018 to cover natural disasters
among member countries, Artemis.bm reporting
citing EI Universal.
Each member country is looking at its own coverage
parameters so the bond can be tailored to individual
needs. A World Bank representative said that the
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bond is likely to be issues using the World Bank
Treasury’s International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development issuance platform.

Forty-four people died in the wildfired, which Mrs
Jones said “have now proven to be the most
destructive and deadliest in our state’s history.”

CALIFORNIA’S OCTOBER
WILDFIRE CLAIMS TOP $9.4
BILLION
Source – Business Insurance, 6 December 2017
Insured losses for the October wildfires that tore
through Northern and Southern California have
topped $9.4 billion in residential and commercial
claims, the California Department of Insurance said
Wednesday.

BIGGER PORTS MEAN MORE

Commissioner Dave Jones said in a statement that
the North Bay fired account for $9 billion in claimed
losses alone.

By Terry Gangcuangco – Insurance Business UK,
12 December 2017

The insurance department said 260 insurers have
provided updated claims loss data. This includes
2,841 commercial property claims resulting in 997
total losses, which encompasses commercial
enterprises and multifamily apartments with four or
more units.
The latest report from the departments provides
information on destruction and damage for more
than 21,000 homes, 2,800 businesses, and more than
6,100 private autos and commercial vehicles, as well
as 788 losses involving other lines of insurance such
as agricultural equipment and watercraft.
The report said that there have been about $790
million in direct incurred commercial property losses.
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EXPOSURES

Earlier this year the £1 billion Tilbury container port
expansion was announced, and it’s one of several
such plans in the likes of the Middle East and China.
Global Maritime subsidiary Eagle Lyon Pope’s Peter
Lyall, in an article published by Maritime Journal, said
that along with these port developments and
expanded operations are potential risks – among
them, environmental hazards and the vulnerability to
cybercrimes.
When it comes to pollution threats, possible losses
can be huge if we add up all the fines, costs of cleanup and disposal, as well as lost earnings from port
closures. This highlights the need for appropriate and
comprehensive insurance on top of having
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appropriate risk mitigation measures in place.
As for IT-related risks, advancements in technology
come with corresponding exposures. And cyber is no
longer just a buzzword.
Other risks include the challenge of safely
accommodating bigger ships; the changing role of
ports (e.g., decommissioning); and what has been
coined as “black swan” events, or those whose
probability is low yet the impact is the opposite.
For Lyall, shipping and port risk assessments should
be tackled using a balanced, comprehensive, and
consistent approach – one that involves all parties,
including pollution response personnel and port
infrastructure managers.

INDIA: TAXATION REFORM
KEY TO FOSTERING
DEVELOPMENT OF THE
INSURANCE SECTOR
By Anoop Khanna – Asia Insurance Review, 5
December 2017
A special interest paper released in Mumbai
yesterday has recommended a consistent, stable and
simple tax environment for development of a modern
insurance set-up in India.
The
paper,
“Taxation
Reforms:
Fostering
Development of the Indian Insurance Sector”,
developed by City of London in association with JMP
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Advisors, has suggested that to set up an
internationally competitive insurance market place in
India, several taxation reforms may need to be
addressed.
The suggested recommendations, from the taxation
perspective, aim to ensure balanced industry growth
and help India become a leading international
(re)insurance centre.
The paper examines the current tax environment
from the perspective of direct and indirect taxes.
Within indirect taxes, it also examines the potential
implication that GST will have on the sector. The
current regulations with reference to direct tax and
indirect taxes including the tax provisions applicable
in respect of International Financial Services Centre
also get a look-over.
In the ambit of direct taxes for the life insurance
sector, the special interest paper makes several
recommendations which include:




An additional tax deduction may be provided for
life insurance premium, beyond the overall limit of
INR150,000 (US$2,330) currently available.
Life insurance and pension policies should be
treated as capital assets since these are essentially
financial instruments. Accordingly, the benefit of
exemption from capital gains under section 10(3),
benefit of holding period, lower rate of tax under
section 115BBB and benefit of indexation under
section 48 of the IT Act should be extended to life
insurance and pension policies.

For the non-life/ general insurance industry, the
special interest paper has suggested that this industry
be treated at par with other industries. Accordingly,
the benefit of exemption for Long Term Capital Gains
should be available to it. It has made several other
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recommendations which also includes reducing the
corporate tax rate initially to 25% (in consultation
with the insurance industry), based on the proposed
tax rate for all domestic companies as announced by
the Finance Minister. This rate can be further
reduced in a phased manner, to be competitive with
global tax rates.
For the reinsurance sector, including the global
reinsurance centre, the special interest paper has
recommended a separate taxation regime, keeping in
mind the peculiarities of the reinsurance business.

CHINA: REINSURERS
OPERATING INCREASINGLY
TOUGH MARKET
Source – Asia Insurance Review, 19 December
2017
China is increasingly becoming a difficult
environment for non-life reinsurers, as competition
and the regulatory environment are adding to topline and profitability pressures, according to a new
A.M. Best special report. The Chinese life reinsurance
market, meanwhile, has doubled its premium size
since 2012 but must deal with heightened capital
pressure.
The
report,
titled,
“Reinsurance in China:
Underwriting Challenges for Non-Life, Capital
Pressure for Life”, states that many of the issues
challenging non-life reinsurers have resulted from the
implementation of the China Risk-Oriented Solvency
System (C-ROSS). A glut of reinsurance capacity and
growing retention by the direct industry pose clear
threats to reinsurers’ profitability. In addition, the
oligopolistic structure of the direct market gives large
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cedents more bargaining power not only on pricing,
but also on terms and conditions, which has
squeezed profit margins even further. For growth,
non-life reinsurers are looking at Belt and Road
initiatives and captive insurers, as well as potential
business arising from the second phase of C-ROSS.
According to the report, life and non-life reinsurers
also need to be wary of potential competition from
Hong Kong, as regulators there are working on a CROSS equivalence, which may allow Hong Kong
reinsurers to be treated as onshore reinsurers in
China. Although several years off, changes could
attract new capital to the Hong Kong market as
companies look to enter China’s reinsurance market.
Regulations and government policies will continue to
play a large role in steering the direction of China’s
reinsurance industry’s development, while also
indirectly impacting reinsurance demand. As the
market prepares for the second phase of C-ROSS, one
task will be to further optimise the solvency regime
and recalibrate insurance risk charges for health,
motor and credit lines, which may further reshape
the non-life reinsurance environment. On the life
side, the market has entered a new stage of
transformation.
Whether financial reinsurance’s strong historical
growth will continue is dependent on potential
regulatory decisions and an increasingly competitive
market environment. As regulators push the industry
to refocus on protection and serve the real economy,
protection reinsurance will grow, fuelled by rapid
growth in the direct market.
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MGA UPDATE




Since we launched our online quotation tool - GBN
Marketplace, at the conference back in September,
the take-up has been extremely positive. It is great
to see so many of our members rolling the new
platform out to their sales team and training their
users. We now have live accounts in over 40
countries.
For those who were unable to attend the conference,
GBN Marketplace is exclusively for the use of our
network members and provides you with instant
quotations for speciality insurance products. All the
markets that support our products are leading Lloyd’s
and London Market insurance companies, with A+
financial rating.
We now have 14 products live on the platform,
including:









Global War and Terrorism: Up to USD 75m
(Worldwide)
Fine Art: Up to USD 10m (Worldwide)
Yachts: Up to USD 5m (Mediterranean & UAE)
Crisis Management: Up to USD 2.5m
(Worldwide)
Kidnap & Ransom: Up to USD 2.5m
(Worldwide)
Personal Accident & Travel: Up to USD 10m
(Worldwide)
Professional Indemnity: Up to USD 5m
(Worldwide exc. USA & Canada)
Directors and Officers: Up to USD 5m
(Worldwide exc. USA & Canada)
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Bloodstock: Up to USD 1m (Worldwide)
Event Cancellation (Worldwide)
Fine Arts and Jewellers Block: Up to USD 10m
(Worldwide)
General and Employers Liability (Worldwide)
Marine Cargo (Worldwide)

Our Crisis Management and Personal Accident &
Travel products have been developed specifically for
our Network and provide packaged coverage, which
makes the products extremely attractive for small to
medium companies globally.

About Crisis Management
This product is specifically for corporate companies
and helps protect the safety and security of your
client, their employees and business from the
increasing perils they face as they travel and carry out
their work worldwide.
So, for example, say your client has a team of
employees working in a country that experiences an
attack, the security specialist are on the ground to
take charge of the situation, take them to safety and
evacuate them from the country if need be.
The product is available as a package and combines
market leading coverage for cyber extortion, assault
expenses, kidnap & ransom and emergency
evacuation.
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About Personal Accident & Travel
This product is available on both a Group and an
Individual basis and includes combined coverage for
medical expenses, personal liability, personal
accident, personal effects, legal expenses and
cancellation with limits up to USD 10m.
Specialist golf coverage is also available including;
equipment hire/loss, ‘hole in one’ and personal
liability and accident.

Momentum for the GBN MGA in London is building,
so if you have a risk that you can’t get placed in your
local market or you would like the MGA to source a
competitive quote for you:
1. If that product class is on Marketplace – you
can get a quote instantly
2. You can contact the MGA Team in London to
discuss your enquiry.

For more information, contact
jessica.stephenson@gbnworldwide.com

We look forward to sharing more new products with
you and helping to support your business in 2018.
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TRUECAUSE UPDATE
SINCE LAUNCHING…

Truecause is our CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility)
initiative, which since launching in 2016, has evolved
into a remarkable crowd funding platform. The
platform combines global reach, user friendliness, a
digital stand and an intense passion to help raise
funds or share volunteer programs and campaigns for
honorable and charitable causes. Truecause provides
charities with the expertise, creativeness and
resources to ensure they get the most from their CSR
budget.
However, CSR is still a relatively new concept for
many of our members, therefore we are
encouraging our members to engage with the act of
giving back to the community, whether that means
trying to improve the health and wellbeing
of
others
or
becoming
more environmentally
responsive.
This year we have been working on developing and
strengthening our CSR impact through various
volunteering and charitable acts. For example, at
the end of October, members of the GBN Team,
visited the Bromley by Bow Centre, located in one
of the UK’s most deprived East London boroughs.
The team helped set up an ‘Early Learning Activities
Morning’, for over 30 children and participated in
several activities throughout the event, including
arts and crafts, reading with the children,
preparing snacks and then tidying up the space.
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Truefunder.com is a tool to help members with their
CSR programmes. The platform has been working
on using the distribution outreach of the
Truefunder community to raise awareness and
funds for various charities and campaigns.
Since launching, the Truefunder page has
increased its distribution outreach enabling many
charities and campaigns to benefit from the
Truefunder community. In particular, it was very
valuable for us this month to share the story of the
charity 54Strong, that has a strong personal
connection to our members Hyperion Risk,
whom are based in the Cayman Islands.

The charity aims to unite 54 runners who will be
partaking in the Miami Marathon on 28th January.
The charity formed in response to the catastrophic
effects of Hurricane Irma, and less than two weeks
later Hurricane Maria, leaving the 54 islands of the
British Virgin Islands in a disastrous state. 54Strong
has particularly strong ties to our network partners at
Hyperion Risk, and Martin Cooke will be
participating in the Marathon.
So please visit Martin's page on Truefunder and
support him for this fantastic charity - http://
truefunder.com/Campaign/viewcampaign?
campaignid=12&title=54Strong
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We are always looking to support the efforts and
back causes that have strong ties to our members. It
is very important for us going into 2018 to continue
supporting and sharing the inspirational stories
of these charities and campaigns on our
Truefunder page, and hope to raise greater
awareness of their efforts.

Other Truefunder Campaigns

Travelforcharity.com,
which
is
also
currently supporting 54Strong, is an advanced
travel booking system, which since launching has
enabled individuals to give back to the community
whilst booking their trips. 1.5% of revenues every
month are donated to a chosen charity that usually
has a special meaning to a network member. Being
a global network with international business,
travel is very common in our day-to-day business
operations; therefore the travelforcharity page
is a great way to generate donations for charities
and campaigns.
To celebrate our achievements we attended the
Heart of the City 2017 Newcomers graduation event,
which was a great opportunity to not
only share GBN’s achievements, but also hear what
other London based companies have been doing.

Thank you to all of our members who attended the
XL Catlin dinner at the Conference and opted to
support a truecause charity with their charity card
kindly donated by XL Catlin. We are pleased to
announce that GBN contributed £1,362 to the Sandy
Hook Promise.
Sandy Hook Promise delivers, at no cost; four Know
the Signs (KTS) violence prevention programs to
middle and high schools nationwide. In most acts of
victimization, the individual displays warning signs
BEFORE taking any action. Youth who observe these
signals do not always recognize/report them. KTS
educates youth and adults how do identify, intervene
and get help for individuals who may be at risk of
hurting themselves or others.
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GIA UPDATE
‘Certificate in Insurance
Fundamentals’ – Free to all Members

Once all six courses are completed and passed,
employees obtain a GIA certificate to verify they have
taken the course and passed their qualification.

Going into 2018, GIA and the web-educate platform
will continue to offer innovative e-learning and
classroom training, embracing the power of
technology, whilst offering personal development
solutions at any time and in any place.

GBN’s educational platform, the Global Insurance
Academy (GIA) continues to grow as we add new
courses and training opportunities for our members.
Since launching the new ‘Certificate in Insurance
Fundamentals’ at our annual conference in
September the take up has been fantastic so we think
you for your support. As a reminder, the certificate is
free to all members for one year following sign up.

Approaching the New Year, we hope to see more
GBN Members engage with the GIA platform, take
advantage of the ‘Certificate in Insurance
Fundamentals’ being free for one year, and truly help
to place their employees at a competitive step ahead
of your competition.

This certificate is made up of six courses that are all
designed to provide your employees with the
understanding
of
the
central
business
processes related to the insurance industry. The
six courses include:




Basic Guide to Insurance Industry
Principles of Insurance
Liability – How it arises




Underwriting – The process
Claim Process – Introduction

The certificate has received great feedback from
employers stating that not only does the test at the
end ensure course completion but it also confirms
they have obtained a thorough understanding of the
course content and are at an advantage from those
who haven’t completed the test.
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For more information on GIA and to start using your
Certificate in Insurance Fundamentals, please
contact bronte.sheridan@giaworldwide.com
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